May Newsletter

Letter from the President – May 2016

April was an extremely fun and eventful month! Work was super busy (a true blessing), Conner and I went to the beach for Spring Break, softball was in full swing (literally!) and IFMA held two annual events – Facility Fusion and the Spring Classic. Facility Fusion took place April 12-14 in Indianapolis, Indiana and attracted hundreds of facility management …
Click on the picture above to see more photos from the Kimberly Clark Tour.

Click on the pictures above to see more from the Spring Classic.
Upcoming Events

A Roadmap for High Performance in Existing Buildings - Breakfast & Program

Program Synopsis: While much attention has been given to building more sustainable new construction projects on the nation’s campuses, less attention has been given to existing facilities despite the fact that 72% of the United States’ building
stock is over 20 years old and over half of the facilities that will be in use in the year 2050 have already …

Read more.

---

**Tour: Norfolk Southern David R. Goode Building (395,000 sf) in Midtown**

THIS IS A FACILITY MANAGER ONLY EVENT FOR THE FIRST 30 TO REGISTER

The tour will cover: Recent renovation of the Lobby, Office Floors and Conference Center

Overview of building restack

Tour presentation will be led by Rusty Misenheimer – Director, Facility Manager at Norfolk Southern. Project Designer Idea-Span – will be attending and able to address design related questions …

Read more.

---

Mark Your Calendar!!
Atlanta Workplace will be held February 17th, 2017 at the Loudermilk Center.

In the News

**Member Spotlight - Jorge Pineyro**

What motivated you to enter your career? Given the opportunity, people will always be themselves. The fact that I get to meet so many interesting people is what keeps me motivated. As long I can remember I've worked with people in some capacity. It hasn't always been easy but certainly worth it. I'm a problem-solver by nature. So being able …

Read more.

**IFMA Facility Fusion Recap**

Thanks to the wonderful opportunity the Atlanta Chapter of IFMA afforded me, I received a scholarship to attend IFMA’s Facility Fusion a few weeks ago. Similar to World Workplace, Facility Fusion is a smaller, more intimate conference that offers networking, education, and an expo. The Atlanta Chapter typically sends a board member each year to attend the Chapter Leadership tracks. …

Read more.
Last month Southface hosted IFMA members to introduce their new Small Commercial Building Energy and Water Assessment Toolkit for Facility Managers. Thank you to Laura Capps of Southface for organizing the event. There will be future offerings of this course, please check the Southface calendar for your opportunity to learn more about this new resource.

USGBC Georgia The USGBC …
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